MRI of amygdala and hippocampus in temporal lobe epilepsy.
In this study we compared the results of qualitative visual analysis of MRI with volumetric studies of the amygdala (AM) and hippocampal formation (HF) in a group of 31 patients. Twenty-six patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) and six with non-TLE had MRI studies using a 1.5 T Gyroscan following a specific protocol for scan acquisition. The MR images were interpreted by two blinded radiologists and by a third if discrepancy arose. Volumetric studies were carried out by one or two raters. The volumetric measurements of AM and HF were accurate in lateralizing the epileptogenic area in patients with TLE, concordant with the EEG in 92%; there was no false lateralization. In those patients who underwent surgery, there was a correlation between the degree of mesial temporal sclerosis demonstrated by histopathology, the amount of volume reduction, and the asymmetry. In patients with non-TLE, there was no volume asymmetry of AM or HF. The MR qualitative assessment yielded positive lateralization in patients with TLE in 56%, conflicting lateralization in 20%, and lateralization contralateral to the focus in 12%. A hyperintense signal in mesial structures was found ipsilateral to the focus in 40% and contralateral in 12% of patients with TLE. Volumetric study improves the diagnostic yield of MRI evaluation in patients with TLE not related to gross structural lesions. The interrater variability is low and the data are accurate and reproducible. Because they are quantitative, volumetric studies permit better comparison of results in different subgroups of patients with TLE.